Abstract. Rivers during floods bring a lot of fallen trees and debris. Video surveillance systems are installed on strategically important places on the rivers. To protect these places from destructions due to accumulation of wood, such systems must be able to automatically detect wood. Image segmentation is performed to separate wood and other moving elements from the rest of the water. Moving objects are detected with respect to brightness and temporal variation features. The floating wood is then tracked in the sequence of frames by temporal linking of the segments generated in the detection step. Our algorithm is tested on multiple videos of floods and the results are evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Introduction
Video monitoring systems installed on rivers record videos throughout the year. During floods, rivers carry many fallen trees, bushes, branches of fallen trees and other small pieces of wood. Automatic detection and counting of these fallen trees and other wooden pieces will help to protect infrastructures like bridges and dams from hazardous accumulation of trees. This automation will also decrease the manual efforts involved in supervised surveillance. In this paper, automatic wood detection in the river is performed by image segmentation and motion tracking. Dynamic nature of such application implies many constraints and limitations. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review of relevant works. Section 3 summarizes observations and assumptions made on available videos. The image segmentation method is presented in 4. Moving objects are related within successive frames thanks to a temporal linking method, which is described in section 5. This section also presents the method for counting wood pieces in the river. The experimental results, including comparison with ground truth data are presented in section 6. Section 7 concludes and presents perspectives to video analysis in outdoor scenarios.
Related works
Wood detection and tracking in rivers is an example of moving object detection within moving background. There are two major theories for object recognition in fixed camera videos [1] . In the first approach, the moving object is identified first and then the motion it performs in the image sequence is sought (e.g. background subtraction methods). In the second approach, the motion information is used directly to recognize moving objects (e.g. optical flow based techniques). For moving object detection, the adaptive background model was proposed for non-stationary backgrounds by [2] . It is constructed by adapting the changes during the training period. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) method is used by many researchers [3, 4] , where one or more Gaussian(s) are used to represent a pixel-wise background model. The Gaussian model parameters are recursively updated in order to follow the gradual background changes. The Weiner filter is used by [5] to learn and predict color changes in each background pixel. In [6] a spatio-temporal filtering method is proposed for compensation of the limitations of region-based image blocks, applied in an aquatic context. A filtering method based on spatial features with spectral features is also presented in [7] . Unlike previously discussed methods, optical flow-based methods proposed by [8] directly detect moving objects from their motion information. [9, 10] used the estimation of the consistency of the optical flow over a short duration of time. 
Limitation of existing methods in our case
Available videos of wood imply many constraints and difficulties which are summarized. Fig. 1 represents a few images extracted from the videos. The presence of bridge (top left corner of images), moving branches of tree in front of the camera (right middle portions of images) and the shadows of surrounding trees over the river are evident from these images. The detection of wood depends on the intensity difference between wood and water. But water waves in the presence of sunshine resemble wood pieces as shown in Fig. 2 . The distinction between waves and floating wood must be made for correct wood detection and tracking. Waves and wood move at similar speed and hence cannot be distinguished with respect to motion dissimilarity criterion. The motion of wood is not purely translational. Finally, due to remote location of the monitoring scene and the limitations of transfer rate of data networks, the frame rate in the video is very low (∼4 fps). Consequently, the object displacement is large between consecutive frames of videos as shown in Fig. 6 Due to above properties of videos, existing methods may suffer from several limitations. The GMM method may lead to misclassification when the background scene is complex [11] . For tracking objects in consecutive frames, the consistency of differential optical flow methods require small object displacements, which is not the case in current videos. Larger water waves have strong consistent movements in multiple frames. Moreover the object shape also play an important role in such methods, but in our case there is no specific shape or size of wood objects. Consequently, due to the complex nature of our application, we chose not to construct a background model. As a matter of fact the background is dynamic with water waves and wood in motion with the same speed.
Segmentation of floating wood
This paper is an improvement of our previous work [12] . We have developed the mathematical modelization of the problem. The intensity based segmentation method described in this new paper gives better results. Automatic detection of wood begins with the image segmentation step, which is a pixel-based probabilistic approach based on intensity and its temporal variation. We take as an input a sequence of T frames {I(., t)} 1≤t≤T . Basically, we rely on two observations: wood is darker than water and undergoes permanent motion. The intensity probability map P i contains the likeliness of pixels to be wood with respect to their brightness, whereas the temporal probability map P t contains this information with respect to the brightness temporal variations at each pixel level.
Intensity probability map
The brightness of floating wood pieces is lower than water, even under the shadows of surrounding trees. Moreover, it does not change significantly in the presence of sunlight. Fig. 5 shows intensity histograms of wood pieces as an example. It seems relevant to approximate the intensity distribution of wood by Gaussian distribution with fixed mean and variance. The input grayscale value of each pixel x at time t being denoted by I(x, t), the probability of the current pixel to belong to wood is where g is a Gaussian probability density function. To find µ and σ 2 , we led experiments on different wood pieces under various lighting conditions. Selection of mean and variance is discussed in section 4.4. Fig. 4(b) shows an example of P i for a wood piece. In the presence of cast shadows of surrounding tree, the intensity probability map P i has higher value in wood regions but also at undesirable shadowed regions.
Temporal probability map
Wood cannot be extracted relying solely on intensity considerations. Indeed, some objects like bridge pillars or cast shadows of surrounding trees have the same intensity as wood. To remove these static objects, we rely on pixel-wise temporal variations. The temporal probability is partially based on the normalized inter-frame difference ∆ t I:
which takes its values within range [−1, 1]. Hard thresholding the absolute interframe difference |∆ t I| has been extensively tested for object detection. By nature, this technique only detects new object pixels and inevitably removes object areas that overlap in time. This is the case here with big wood pieces. Our temporal probability P t is defined in order to avoid this drawback. We design it according to the observation that, when wood passes through a given pixel, ∆ t I dips to a negative value and then to a positive value afterwards. Moreover, P t should naturally remain constant if ∆ t I = 0. This is achieved using a recursive definition in time:
where H ∈ [−1, 1] is an updating function, mapping the inter-frame difference to the amount of changes in the temporal probability. We express it in accordance with the considerations previously addressed. To handle noise and ignore insignificant intensity variations due to the non-uniformity of wood or water, H(∆ t I) should be null for relatively small values of |∆ t I|. It allows to handle slow illumination variations as well. Beyond certain threshold value, H should increase or decrease as ∆ t I gets significantly negative or positive, respectively. Instead of using hard thresholding which would cause H to jump suddenly from 0 to 1 or −1, we use a soft approach less critical with respect to the choice of threshold parameters leading to the following piecewise linear definition:
where α = Fig. 3 plots H versus ∆ t I. Variation of H in turns requires a threshold τ and transition length B. The probability of a wood pixel must have higher value than surrounding. It should be noted that P t (x, t) in Eq. (2) is truncated between 0 and 1 afterwards to remain a probability. In the first frame, we set P t (x, 1) to 0 everywhere, as it is very unlikely that wood pieces appear at initial time. Temporal probability P t is non-null only if temporal brightness variation is negative enough, i.e. if a pixel gets significantly darker or has the same brightness as it had in the previous frame. It helps in removing stationary objects in the scene (e.g. pillars of bridge). Fig. 4(c) highlights the fact that P t has higher values for a wood piece than water and static areas. 
Combination of intensity and temporal probability maps
Since we expect wood to be simultaneously dark and under motion, wood pixels should have both high intensity and temporal probabilities, hence it is relevant to multiply the two probability maps. The product yields the joint probability P global , representing the likelihood of a given pixel to be wood with respect to its intensity and corresponding variation: P global (x, t) = P i (x, t)P t (x, t). The foreground image is obtained by simple thresholding of the joint probability map:
The joint probability P global is high for wood pixels but also unfortunately for pixels located on dark waves. Hence, global threshold G T h should be chosen in order to limit the number of false detections without removing significant parts of real wood pieces (choice of G T h is discussed in section 4.4). An example of final foreground image is shown in Fig. 4(d) , which clearly indicates that the algorithm can detect moving wood pieces under difficult weather conditions. Also, we have evaluated the segmentation results with ground truth images in section 6.
Selection of parameters
In previous sections, we introduced some parameters which need to be investigated thoroughly. For this purpose, we extracted small and large wood pieces under different weather conditions. An example of floating wood along with three portions highlighted in different colors is shown in Fig. 5 . We fix µ = 55 and σ 2 = 225. Computation of the temporal probability involves threshold τ and its 
Tracking of floating wood
During flood water waves and turbulences are prominent. As shown in Fig. 2 waves and wood resemble and therefore, the distinction should be made between them. We propose a temporal linking method based on the segmentation method for this purpose.
Extraction of representative points
The size, shape and orientation of the floating wood do not remain the same in consecutive frames. Moreover, submergence causes partial occlusions resulting in variable number of connected components, which is shown in Fig. 6 . In order to group several connected components which may correspond to the same object, we first rely on centroids. The centroid c Ri of a given component R i is taken as the representative of R i . To evaluate the closeness between two connected components R 1 and R 2 , we choose to consider the euclidean distance between c R1 and c R2 . This distance allows us to label the connected components of same object even if their size vary from one frame to another due to occlusion. We perform hierarchical grouping of connected components as long as the distance between their centroids is below a threshold s. At each step, the two closest connected components R a and R b are merged in a new region whose representative center is assigned to the average (c
..n be a set of gathered connected components. Its representative center c R is the average of centroids c Ri , and the following relation is verified:
This method is robust to partial occlusion of wood in water. Hence, every object in the frame is localized by a representative point, which is linked to its corresponding point in the next frame.
Temporal linking of floating wood
Let c R (t) and c R (t + 1) be representative points of object R matched in two consecutive frames. This is actually verified if their distance is below δ:
where δ = 100 pixels, which is the maximal displacement of wood pieces we learned after experimentally testing on different videos. Incidentally, it allows us to give a lower bound of threshold s. If s is lower than δ, objects may be mismatched in consecutive frames. A component of an object may be mistakenly matched with another component of the same object, which does not happen if s > δ. Similarly two objects moving simultaneously can be counted separately. The positions of the representative point of an object in consecutive frames can be linked by line segments, which yields a trace in the summary image. Such an image is a graphical representation of trajectories during a given duration, an example is shown in Fig. 7 . We can notice from the summary image that wood objects make longer traces than waves. The summary image also exhibits that water waves disappear after some frames. This property is used in the following to distinguish wood pieces from waves. 
Counting wood pieces
For each object R, we determine the number of consecutive frames in which it appears. We obtain a sequence of n representative points {c R (t), c R (t+1), ..., c R (t+ n − 1)} in which each couple (c R (t + i), c R (t + i + 1)) verifies Eq. 5. Wood pieces and water waves are separated from one another according to their persistence in the consecutive frames. Hence, the chosen criterion to consider R as a wood piece is n ≥ K. If a wood piece is not totally submerged, its representative point at different times should all be linked two by two. Unlike wood pieces, waves generally disappear after three or four frames. Hence, floating wood is counted on this basis. The relevancy of this limit is evaluated in section 6.
Experimental Results
The studied videos were generated by a monitoring system set up on the river Ain in France. Notice that even if all our videos come from a unique camera, weather conditions vary a lot. No assumption is made about the wood position in the water or according to static parts such as bridge. Consequently our method could be used with another camera in a likewise scene. We tested our algorithm of wood counting on five videos of 1500 frames, with duration of 10 minutes, for which we had ground truth data for validation. Frames have size 640 × 480 and are extracted from MPEG4-compressed streams. In section 5.3, we introduced the minimal number of consecutive frames K during which wood pieces should appear and to be counted as wood. This number is evaluated in Fig. 8 . Qualitative evaluation is given by precision P r and recall Re, defined as:
where N d is the number of detected wood pieces by algorithm, N w is the number of waves detected as wood and N t is the total number of wood objects i.e.
where N pd number of non detected wood pieces. We can see that the best trade-off between false positive and negative detections is obtained with K = 4. Successful wood counting is validated manually by visual inspection frame per frame. Results are summarized in Table 1 . Moreover, we randomly selected a wood piece per video and compute the overlap ratio of segmented wood object with ground truth. After visual inspection, it turns out that undetected wood pieces correspond to very small parts, which are not critical with respect to the application. These small pieces are often totally submerged in some frames. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we presented an automatic method for detecting and counting the floating wood in rivers. Intensity and temporal probability maps are computed for every incoming frame. These two probability maps are combined and resulting image is segmented by selecting a threshold. The resulting segmented image contains wood pieces along with some water waves. Water waves are separated from wood pieces by temporal linking method. Due to outdoor environment there are many constraints in our case. The experimental results are evaluated on every step. This algorithm could be extended to any object detection within multiple motions in background. Future work will be dedicated to the incorporation of prior object motion knowledge in both segmentation and tracking processes to reduce again omissions and false detections.
